
 
 

SOUTHAMPTON WHEELERS CYCLE CLUB  
10th ANNUAL BARRACUDA TRACK LEAGUE 2017 

April 8 & 9, 2017 - 5:00 P.M., SKINNER PARK, SAN FERNANDO  
RACE DETAILS 

 

Format: 
 
1) The Barracuda Track League is formatted in the same way that it has been in previous 

years in that it is being run on a LEAGUE BASIS. This means that although cyclists will 
essentially ride four races over the two nights, there will only be one set of prizes per 
category after all the races are completed. The prizes will be based on a points system 

where points will be allocated to the first four riders in each Category event (5;3;2;1 

respectively). 

2) One set of prizes will be awarded for each Category at the end of its races, based on the 

accumulated points; ties in accumulated points will be broken based on the placing in the 

final event in the Category. 

3) The points system will not apply to the Match Sprint & Individual Pursuit preliminaries as 

separate prizes will be awarded to the top eventual finishers in these events.  

4) Other cyclists will be invited to ride the 500m before the start of racing on Day 1, 

together with the Elite 1 & 2 cyclists. The Finals of this race will be used in the overall 

points calculations for Elite 1 & 2 cyclists only, with points being allocated to the top four 

finishers in the Final from that category only. The 500m Heats will be the qualifiers for the 

500m Final and the Match Sprint (Match Sprint = top four). 

5) Six riders will be invited to ride the Individual Pursuit. 

6) Match Sprints will be one ride, except for the Finals (top two cyclists) which will be the 

best two of three rides. 

7) The last race on both nights will be for Elite 1, 2 and Invitational and this will be also 

determined on points, with one set of prizes being awarded to the overall winners after 

both races over the two nights. 

8) A 'Holding Bay' system will be used to enable the timely completion of the programme; 

late arrivals on the line will not be possible. 

 
Registration: 

- $80.00 for the whole League or part thereof; YDC free 

 

The area on the eastern (Massy) side of the venue is reserved for cyclists and all parking 

there will be on a ‘first come, first served’ basis. The parking area behind the Main Stands 

will be reserved for the City Corporation, officials, sponsors and other dignitaries. Other 

parking is available on the second class ground on the western side of the venue.  

 

Club officials will have already been issued admission wrist bands for their selected free 

entry officials. Cyclists will be permitted to enter the venue by gate staff. Kindly cooperate 

with gate officials. 

 

- Pre-registration via the TTCF website will be in effect; Registration Fees are due between 

4:00 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Day 1. Where clubs are paying registration fees for cyclists, this 

must be confirmed by the club officials at the registration table or by email before the 

event, to quintaljw@gmail.com. 

  

Honouring Winston ‘Charlie’ Attong 


